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ABSTRACT
Observations of galactic and extra-galactic globular clusters have shown that on average metal-rich clusters are ∼ 3
times as likely to contain a bright X-ray source than their metal-poor counterparts. We propose that this can be
explained by taking into account the difference in the stellar structure of main sequence donors with masses between
∼ 0.85M⊙ and ∼ 1.25M⊙ at different metallicities. Metal-poor main sequence stars in this mass range do not have
an outer convective zone while metal-rich stars do. The absence of this zone turns off magnetic braking, a powerful
mechanism of orbital shrinkage, leading to the failure of dynamically formed main sequence - neutron star binaries to
start mass transfer or appear as bright low-mass X-ray binaries.
Subject headings: binaries: close — stars: magnetic fields — X-rays: binaries — galaxies: star clusters
— globular clusters: general — stellar dynamics
1. INTRODUCTION
It was first noted for bright low-mass X-ray binaries
(LMXBs) in globular clusters (GCs) of our Galaxy and
of M31 that they preferentially reside in metal-rich GCs
(Grindlay 1993; Bellazzini et al. 1995), where respec-
tively 13 and 19 bright LMXBs with LX & 10
36 ergs s−1
were observed (in total, in both metal-rich and metal-
poor clusters). Recent extragalactic observations with a
much larger sample of GCs and observed bright LMXBs
have confirmed this tendency. In particular, in NGC
4472 (Kundu et al. 2002), 30 bright LMXBs (LX & 10
37
ergs s−1) were detected and identified with 820 GCs, 23
of these bright LMXBs are in the 450 metal-rich GCs
and 7 – in the 370 metal-poor GCs (Maccarone et al.
2004). In M87, Jordan et al. (2004) have found 58 bright
LMXBs (LX & 10
37 ergs s−1) associated with 1688 GCs
and have shown that metal-rich GCs are 3 ± 1 times as
likely to contain bright LMXBs as metal-poor GCs. As
metal-rich clusters we define here those with about solar
metallicity, and as metal-poor clusters those with metal-
licity < 0.1 Z⊙. The formation rate of bright LMXBs
in GCs is about 100 times larger than in the field and
it was suggested (and now is generally accepted) that
bright LMXBs in GCs are formed through dynamical
encounters (Clark 1975). Therefore, it seemed to be ob-
vious to expect that the preference of bright LMXBs for
metal-rich clusters is due to some mechanism of the dy-
namical LMXB formation, which only works, or is more
efficient, in metal-rich clusters.
Several attempts to explain the discrepancy were
made. Grindlay (1993) suggested that this may be due to
a flatter initial mass function in higher metallicity GCs.
To our knowledge, this has not yet been confirmed by
observations, and it is generally believed that the initial
mass function is fairly universal (e.g., Kroupa 2002). Sec-
ondly, it was proposed that dependence of stellar radii on
metallicity may be responsible. Bellazzini et al. (1995)
suggested that in clusters of the same age, metal-rich
stars are larger, and fill their Roche lobe more easily,
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and are also more likely to experience binary formation
via tidal captures. Maccarone et al. (2004) estimated
that this gives only . 30 − 60% difference in the for-
mation rates. Another proposed idea is that in metal-
poor clusters lifetimes of LMXBs are shortened by the
extra mass loss caused by the irradiation-induced winds
(Maccarone et al. 2004). In this case the wind-mass loss
is much higher than the mass-loss rate associated with
the Roche lobe overflow. Such strong winds may poten-
tially be observable.
In this paper, instead of inventing a new mechanism
of bright LMXB formation, we explain why potential
LMXB metal-poor binary systems fail to become bright
LMXBs. We review first how a close binary with a neu-
tron star (NS) can be formed. We analyze which of
the dynamically formed binaries can achieve Roche lobe
overflow. We show how this ability to start mass trans-
fer (MT) and to appear as a bright LMXB hinges on the
metallicity-dependent stellar structure of the donor, in
particular on the presence of the outer convective zone.
In Section 4 we estimate the formation rates and compare
them with observations.
2. SUCCESSFUL LMXBS CANDIDATES
There are several well-known ways to form a close bi-
nary with a NS: a physical collision with a Red Giant
(RG), an exchange encounter, and a tidal capture.
In the case of a physical collision, a close binary with
white dwarf (WD) is formed (Verbunt 1987). Binary
evolution is driven here by gravitational radiation only,
and a significant fraction of such binaries can become
Ultra-Compact X-ray Binaries (UCXBs). The predicted
formation rates for such binaries are in approximate ac-
cordance with observations (Ivanova et al. 2005b). How-
ever, these preliminary estimates, based on static clus-
ter background and only considering single RGs, did not
show that the UCXB formation rates are significantly
different in metal-poor and metal-rich clusters. It is still
possible that detailed numerical simulations of GCs, in-
cluding binaries, will reveal a difference.
From the available, although rather limited, set of
observations for luminous LMXBs in galactic GCs, it
can be seen that the two currently known GC-residing
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Fig. 1.— Dynamically formed post-exchange (eccentric) bi-
naries, MS star mass versus the binary period. The solid lines
show minimum binary periods of post-exchange binaries P d
min
as-
suming pre-exchange mass-ratios q=1, 0.5 and 0.2. The dotted
lines show binary periods at contact for corresponding eccentric-
ities P c
min
. The short-dashed lines show the collision times τcoll.
The collision times are found assuming 1-d velocity dispersion of 5
km/s and the number density nc = 105 objects per parsec3. For
the shown period range, a dynamically formed post-exchange ec-
centric binary can have any period above both P d
min
and P c
min
for
a given eccentricity.
persistent LMXBs with a possibly non-degenerate (but
also not a subgiant) companion are contained only in
metal-rich clusters (for data on LMXBs in GCs, see
Verbunt & Lewin 2005); the same is true for the two
known GC-contained luminous transient, possibly non-
degenerate, LMXBs. On the other hand, among the five
persistent LMXBs observed in relatively metal-poor clus-
ters, four show indications of being ultracompact and
one is likely to be a subgiant according to its orbital pe-
riod. Additionally, one luminous transient LMXB in a
metal-poor cluster is identified as an ultracompact, and
for the bright LMXB in Terzan 1 we have no informa-
tion on whether it is ultracompact or not. We note that
only one of these five ultracompacts has its orbital pe-
riod known and others were identified as ultracompacts
either by their X-ray to optical luminosity ratio or by
interpreting their X-ray spectra. Despite being limited,
this data set nevertheless encourages us to test the hy-
pothesis that bright LMXBs that consist of a NS and
a main sequence (MS) star can preferably be formed in
metal-rich clusters. To do so, we will consider what range
of binary periods, for a given eccentricity, can be formed
via an exchange encounter or a tidal capture and will
select only those binaries that can achieve MT while the
donor is a MS star.
In an exchange encounter with a hard MS-WD or MS-
MS binary, a NS replaces the smaller mass companion.
As the binary energy in an exchange encounter is roughly
conserved, the binary separation in the formed post-
exchange binary a is larger than the binary separation
a0 in the pre-exchange binary, a ∼ a0mNS/m2, where
m2 is the mass of the replaced companion (Heggie et al.
1996). Binary eccentricities in hard binaries follow a
thermal distribution, with an average eccentricity e ∼ 0.7
(Heggie 1975) and post-exchange eccentricities in the
case of an exchange to a more massive companion are
also high (Heggie et al. 1996). The minimum period of
the post-exchange binary is limited by the period at con-
tact for a given eccentricity P cmin and by P
d
min defined
by admin ∼ a
c
0mNS/m2, where a
c
0 corresponds to the pre-
exchange binary separation at contact. The period at
contact is defined here as the binary period at which
the MS star overfills its immediate Roche lobe at the
pericenter. The applicability of this Roche lobe defi-
nition for eccentric binaries was shown in Rego¨s et al.
(2005). Dynamical formation of a binary with a period
less than the period at contact is very unlikely – such
a binary will merge during an encounter (Fregeau et al.
2004). In Fig. 1 we show minimum periods that dynam-
ically formed eccentric binaries can possess. The upper
limit for the period of dynamically formed binaries will
be at the boundary between soft and hard binaries and
is well above the periods shown on Fig. 1.
We can estimate how long a post-exchange binary will
remain unperturbed by other stars in a GC during its
subsequent evolution. This is quantified by the collision
time τcoll, the time-scale for a binary to undergo a strong
encounter with another single star or a binary. For hard
binaries,
τcoll ≈
σ
4piGan
(m1 +mNS+ < m >)
−1
, (1)
where n is the number density, σ is the velocity disper-
sion and < m > is the mass of another single star or a
binary. E.g., in a typical dense cluster, a post-exchange
binary with the orbital period more than a few days will
likely undergo some kind of an encounter in its subse-
quent evolution and only a post-exchange binary with
a period less than a day will likely remain intact (see
Fig. 1). The formation time-scale of these hard NS-MS
binaries in the same cluster, per NS, is longer than their
collision time,
τexch
τcoll
≈
mNS
m2
f−1hb , (2)
where fhb < fb is the binary fraction of hard binaries and
fb is the total binary fraction, its value for GCs ranges
from a few per cent to 40% depending on the cluster den-
sity and is smaller in denser clusters (Cote et al. 1996;
Albrow et al. 2001; Bellazzini et al. 2002; Zhao & Bailyn
2005; Ivanova et al. 2005a). Less than a few per cent of
all NSs will have, within 10 Gyr (a typical GC age), an
exchange encounter with so hard a binary that the re-
sulting post-exchange binary will have its orbital period
less than a day. Note also that the collision time for
pre-exchange binaries is several times larger than τcoll of
resulting binaries – this suggests that most of the pre-
exchange binaries are primordial.
Close non-eccentric NS-MS binaries can be formed
via tidal capture, where rapid circularization (∼ 10
years) is predicted by the standard model described in
McMillan, McDermott, & Taam (1987). Using the ap-
proach described in Portegies Zwart & Meinen (1993),
we can estimate the post-capture binary parameters for
a MS-NS binary (see Fig. 2), where the upper limit corre-
sponds to the closest approach at which tidal interactions
are still strong enough to make a bound system (this is
found by equating the total kinetic energy of NS and
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Fig. 2.— Non-eccentric binaries formed via tidal captures (two
dashed areas), MS star mass versus the binary period. The lower
dashed area shows binaries formed via tidal capture with a MS star
overflowing its Roche lobe at the minimum approach. The short-
dashed lines show the collision times (see the caption for Fig. 1).
A binary formed via tidal capture can have a binary period only
within the dashed areas.
MS stars at infinity and the tidal energy that dissipates
during the approach – see Eq .(4) in Portegies Zwart &
Meinen, 1993). For the lower limit we accepted a binary
that would be formed if at the closest approach the radius
of the MS star is 0.75 of its Roche lobe. We note that
the parameter space for tidally captured binaries where
MS star does not overfill its Roche lobe at the closest
approach is very restricted. The collision time for tidally
captured binaries is very long and their evolution is un-
likely to be interrupted by other dynamical encounters
after their formation.
Binary evolution of close NS-MS binaries is driven
by angular momentum losses due to magnetic braking
and, to a lesser extent, gravitational radiation. Stel-
lar rotation also tends to synchronize with the orbit
through tides. In eccentric binaries, tides are also re-
sponsible for the eccentricity damping. If tides are
effective and reduce the eccentricity quickly, the bi-
nary is circularized at larger separations, where gravi-
tational radiation and magnetic braking are less effective
and therefore the consequent orbital shrinkage is slowed
down. We accepted for tides the prescription described
in Hurley et al. (2002) and for magnetic braking the pre-
scription based on X-ray observations of fast-rotating
dwarfs adopted from Ivanova & Taam (2003)2.
Taking into account the three processes described
above (gravitational radiation, magnetic braking and
tides), we can find the maximum initial binary period, for
different eccentricities, such that the binary will start the
MT before the MS star leaves the MS or another dynam-
ical encounter occurs (see Fig. 3, where we show results
for metal-rich clusters). It can be seen that almost none
2 Our main results, described later, do not depend on the par-
ticular prescription of the magnetic braking law and will be valid
for the Skumanich law based on the empirical relation for slowly
rotating stars from Rappaport et al. (1983).
Fig. 3.— Mass-transferring NS-MS candidates (MS star mass
versus the binary period), metal-rich clusters. The solid lines show
the maximum binary period (for different initial eccentricities) such
that the MS star will overfill its Roche lobe during its MS life-time
or before another dynamical encounter occurred. Dashed areas
show all possible initial binary periods that will lead to MT (for
different initial eccentricities).
of the highly eccentric (e & 0.75) post-exchange binaries
can start MT during their MS life-time. This is caused
by the tidal eccentricity damping (c.f. with the radiative
stars with M & 1.25M⊙ – a fraction of them is able to
evolve towards the contact).
The magnetic braking efficiency depends on the mag-
netic field strength and the density of the stellar wind
(see, e.g., Mestel & Spruit 1987). According to observa-
tions of chromospherically active binaries in GCs, it does
not seem that magnetic fields in metal-poor clusters are
qualitatively different from field (metal-rich) stars: close
binaries with high rotation speeds show variability resem-
bling starspots, consistent with that seen in systems with
similar rotation rates in the field (Albrow et al. 2001).
The wind mass-loss rates in metal-poor stars are smaller
than in metal-rich ones (∝ Z1/2), and corresponding
small reduction, about 30%, of the magnetic braking ef-
ficiency in metal-poor clusters can be expected.
However the most important physical condition for
magnetic braking to operate is the presence of a devel-
oped outer convective zone. From observations of stars
of solar metallicities, only those with the developed outer
convective zone,M . 1.25M⊙, show signs of high rate of
angular momentum loss (see, e.g., Andronov et al. 2003).
It is generally accepted that the mechanism of the mag-
netic braking is that the material lost from the stellar
surface is kept in corotation with the star by the mag-
netic field. In the result the specific angular momen-
tum carried by the gas is significantly greater than in a
spherically symmetric stellar wind. To maintain corota-
tion, a star should possess a substantial magnetic field
and this can be achieved in low-mass MS stars by gas
motions in the deep convective envelope, leading to the
generation of a magnetic field by dynamo action (for a
short review how theoretical models of magnetic brak-
ing depend on the rotation and the magnetic field con-
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Fig. 4.— Mass-transferring NS-MS candidates (MS star mass
versus the binary period), metal-poor clusters. Descriptions are as
in Fig. 3. The range of successful periods is decreased compared
to the case of metal-rich clusters (see Fig. 3).
figurations see Ivanova & Taam 2003). A comparable
outer convective zone in metal-poor stars is developed
only in stars . 0.85M⊙. Even more, as the convective
zone in MS stars decreases with their evolution through
the MS, at the age of 10 Gyr only stars . 0.75M⊙
have a developed outer convective zone. As we lack
the time-dependence for the moment of NS-MS binaries
formation, we accept through this paper 0.85M⊙ as a
safe value for the border between the presence of the
outer radiative and convective zones. This simple re-
sult can be shown using any available single-star evolu-
tionary code; we obtained this using the code described
in Podsiadlowski et al. (2002) with the updated OPAL
opacities for low metallicities (for low metallicity stars
we adopted X=0.75 and Z=0.001) and with the nuclear
reactions rates taken from Thielemann’s library REA-
CLIB Thielemann et al. (1986). This strongly affects
how many dynamically formed binaries can achieve the
Roche lobe overflow (see Fig. 4, where we show results for
metal-poor clusters). Note that as radiative tides are not
as efficient as tides in stars with convective envelopes, a
fraction of highly-eccentric binaries can achieve the MT
stage (c.f. metal-rich case).
Now we consider which dynamically formed candidate-
binaries will successfully start the MT in metal-rich and
in metal-poor clusters. As an example, we consider the
case with the mass ratio in the pre-exchange binary q =
0.5 (this condition determines the minimum period of the
post-exchange binary). The particular choice of value of
q for our example is not significant, other values of q will
give qualitatively similar results, but this value resembles
the observations well enough. In particular, the observed
distribution of q for solar-type star at periods . 103 d
is approximately flat (Duquennoy & Mayor 1991), and
in very close solar-type binaries, with the periods . 50
days, the mass ratios 0.2 . q . 0.6 and 0.9 . q . 1 are
slightly more populated (Halbwachs et al. 2004). The re-
sults are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. It can be seen that
Fig. 5.— The population of NS-MS binaries that can be formed
dynamically and can start MT, metal-rich clusters. This is the
result of combining the limits described on Figs. 1, 2 and 3.
Fig. 6.— The population of NS-MS binaries that can be formed
dynamically and can start MT, metal-poor clusters. This is the
result of combining the limits described on Figs. 1, 2 and 4.
the the parameter-space available for post-exchange bi-
naries that can successfully start MT in metal-rich clus-
ters is substantially larger than in metal-poor clusters.
Also, in metal-poor clusters the efficiency of tidal cap-
tures is significantly reduced for MS stars with radiative
envelopes (& 0.85M⊙) and only MS stars with masses
less than 0.55M⊙ can be formed via tidal capture with-
out overfilling their Roche lobe during the event.
Let us consider in detail an example – the case of a dy-
namically formed NS-MS binary with a 1M⊙ MS star in
metal-rich cluster. Assume that the binary was formed
via exchange encounter, and pre-exchange companion
was a 0.5 M⊙ star (q=0.5). When a NS replaces this
companion, the minimum period of newly formed binary
is ∼ 1.1 day, due to the approximate energy conserva-
tion. One of the consequences is that only highly eccen-
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Fig. 7.— Evolution of NS-MS binaries, for the NS of 1.4M⊙ and
the MS star with the initial mass of 1 M⊙, in a metal-poor cluster
(the upper panel) and in metal-rich cluster (the bottom panel).
Shown are the MT rate M˙ (solid line), the critical MT rate M˙crit
(dotted line), rates are in M⊙ per yr. The dash-dotted line shows
the donor mass evolution.
tric post-exchange binaries (with e & 0.6) can be contact
binaries (see Fig. 1); all binaries with smaller eccentrici-
ties will have too large separations at the pericenter. As
a result, very narrow range of the post-exchange binary
eccentricities, 0.5 . e . 0.7, as well as narrow ranges
of post-exchange (and accordingly pre-exchange) periods
will lead to an LMXB formation. If NS-MS binary was
formed via tidal capture of a single 1 M⊙ MS, the range
of periastron distances leading to LMXB formation via
tidal capture is about twice smaller than for the success-
ful occurrence of the tidal capture – not all successful
tidally captured NS-MS systems will become LMXBs.
In a metal-poor cluster, the range of post-exchange bi-
nary eccentricities is even smaller, although in this case
more eccentric binaries are more likely to start a MT.
As the tidal capture does not occur, no post-encounter
binaries with an eccentricity e . 0.5 can be both formed
and start the MT.
3. PERSISTENT AND TRANSIENT LMXBS
The observed numbers of bright LMXBs and qLMXBs
in Galactic GCs depend not only on the formation rate,
but also on the life-time of an LMXB in the correspond-
ing stage (persistent or transient). To examine NS-MS
systems behavior, we evolve binaries and obtain MT
rates using the binary evolutionary code described in
Ivanova & Taam (2004), taking conservative MT. With
the current knowledge of the origin of transient behav-
ior in XRBs (for a recent review, see King 2005), if the
MT rate is lower than the critical MT rate for a specific
donor, the accretion disk is expected to be thermally un-
stable and the binary system is assumed to be a transient
X-ray source.
In metal-poor clusters, all binaries with MS star &
0.85M⊙ (which are mainly post-exchange binaries), dur-
ing the initial stage of the MT, will evolve on the time-
scale predicted by gravitational radiation. The MT rates
are significantly lower than in the case when magnetic
braking is operating. Also, in mass transferring MS
donors the deep outer convective zone is developed at
even smaller mass than 0.85 M⊙. Comparing MT rates
in our metal-poor LMXBs to the critical MT rate de-
rived for hydrogen-rich donors from Dubus et al. (1999),
we find that all metal-poor LMXBs with a MS star
& 0.85M⊙ (at the start of the MT) are transient un-
til they develop an outer convective zone (see Fig. 7).
At this moment the MT rate sharply increases, but an
LMXB stay transient.
In metal-rich clusters, an LMXB appears first as a
persistent LMXB. When donor decreases its mass to
∼ 0.7M⊙, the MT rate becomes very close to critical
and remains close for a long time. E.g., even when donor
has already reached the mass of ∼ 0.25M⊙, MT rate is
only 2 times smaller than the critical MT rate. We note
that the critical MT rate we use is not defined absolutely
precisely, and carries uncertainties in our knowledge of
accretion disks. In the case of our LMXBs, even slight
discrepancy in its value leads to large differences in how
much time an LMXB spends as persistent τpers or as a
transient system τtr. This uncertainty therefore affects
how many qLMXBs and how many bright LMXBs can
be present in metal-rich clusters. Also, it is possible that
when the MT rate is about critical, a transient LMXB
could have a greater chance to be detected as a bright
X-ray source, like MXB 1730-335 in Liller 1 that has an
outburst period comparable with the recurrence interval
(Tanaka & Shibazaki 1996).
The life-time of an qLMXB in a metal-poor cluster is
longer than the life-time of a bright LMXB in metal-
rich cluster. Even if the number of created LMXBs in
metal-poor cluster are several times smaller, the result-
ing number of LMXBs present at a given time can be
such that a few qLMXBs will be present in metal-poor
clusters per one bright LMXB in a metal-rich cluster, if
clusters are comparable by their dynamical characteris-
tics. This estimate is rough and involves many uncer-
tainties. E.g., even the age of the MS star at the start of
MT can affect drastically MT rates – see, e.g., the dis-
cussion how MT rate varies with the donor age for the
case of Skumanich-type magnetic braking law in King
(2005). It is therefore difficult to make a robust predic-
tion on the ratio of qLMXBs and bright LMXBs without
having good statistics of the post-exchange NS-MS pop-
ulation and the corresponding study of MT episodes in
all these systems. However we may mention an interest-
ing example of mildly metal-poor globular cluster 47 Tuc
(Z = 0.17Z⊙): this cluster does not have a bright LMXB,
but contains at least two qLMXBs with a probably MS
donors, X5 and W37 (orbital periods 8.7 and 3.1 hours)
(Heinke et al. 2003a, 2005).
4. RATES AND EXTRAGALACTIC OBSERVATIONS
Let us examine now if the absence of the convective
zone can indeed be responsible for the observed ratio 3:1
of bright LMXBs in metal-rich and in metal-poor clus-
ters. This ratio would be easy to examine if it would re-
flect the formation rates in both types of clusters through
the same mechanism only. However, we examine the idea
that the dynamical formation of NS-MS bright LMXBs
is almost suppressed in metal-poor clusters. Therefore
this is a ratio between the formation rates of UCXBs
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in metal-poor clusters and combined formation rates of
UCXBs and NS-MS bright LMXBs in metal-rich clus-
ters, and in both cases NS-RG LMXBs formation rates
may play some role. The theoretical predictions of the
UCXBs formation rates are not robust (see, e.g., Ivanova
et al. 2005b), and none is available for NS-RG LMXBs
formation rates. At best we therefore can only estimate
if the theoretically predicted formation rates of NS-MS
LMXBs can produce numbers of bright LMXBs similar
to observations.
To estimate the expected formation rate for NS-
MS LMXBs we use available statistics for extragalac-
tic clusters. The detected bright GC LMXBs in other
galaxies are not necessarily persistent sources, but also
could be transient X-ray binaries in their outburst.
E.g., in M87, among GC X-ray sources with LX >
1038 ergs s−1, about a third of sources show signifi-
cant variability (Jorda´n et al. 2004). In GCs in our
Galaxy, roughly a half of bright X-ray-source are tran-
sient (Verbunt & Lewin 2005). Additionally, the sug-
gested ratio of qLMXBs and bright LMXBs is at least
7 to 1 (Heinke et al. 2003b), and may be even more
(Heinke et al. 2005). But qLMXBs with a possibly
non-degenerate donors in metal-poor clusters have not
yet been seen in outbursts. This implies that their
duty cycles (the ratio of the time spent in the out-
burst to the recurrence interval) could be less than a
few per cent, similar to many field NS X-ray transients
(Tanaka & Shibazaki 1996). E.g., if the duty cycle de-
pends on the MT rate and becomes smaller when MT
rates fall significantly below the critical MT rate, it quali-
tatively correlates with our finding for MT rates in metal-
poor systems. This suggests that bright transient metal-
poor NS-MS LMXBs will unlikely contribute significantly
to the set of observation for extragalactic GC LMXBs.
In metal-rich clusters, the life-time of NS-MS LMXB in
the transient stage plays a significant role. This may in-
troduce an error of a factor of (τpers + τtr)/τpers ≈ 4 in
the resulting rates. Please note however that in the case
of metal-rich clusters, the duty cycle is also smaller than
one, and this reduces the possible number of transient
source observed in the sample.
Let us consider NGC 4472, where, in the 450 metal-
rich clusters, 23 bright LMXBs were identified and in
the 370 metal-poor GCs, bright 7 LMXBs were identi-
fied (Maccarone et al. 2004). We follow the steps de-
scribed in Ivanova et al. (2005b) and find that, with the
accepted retention factor for NS of 5%, 450 metal-rich
GCs contain ∼ 45000 NSs in total, or 2000 NS per one
observed bright LMXB. We suppose that one channel of
bright LMXB formation works in both types of clusters
and is the only formation channel in metal-poor clusters –
UCXBs formed through physical collisions. This channel
provides then 8-9 bright LMXBs in metal-rich clusters.
If we assume that all other bright LMXBs in metal-rich
clusters are NS-MS binaries, then metal-rich clusters con-
tain ∼ 3000− 3200 NSs per one observed bright NS-MS
LMXB. Accepting that the life-time of a bright NS-MS
LMXB is τpers ≈ 0.3− 0.5 Gyr (c.f. τUCXB ≈ 10
7 years),
we find that the formation rate must be one bright NS-
MS LMXB formation event per ∼ 90 − 160 NS per 10
Gyr. An average GC has mass of 2.5 × 105M⊙ (∼ 10
6
stars) and retains only about 200 NSs. Therefore, an
average metal-rich GC produces only one or two bright
NS-MS LMXBs during its entire life. This is just about
the top of current abilities for numerical simulations of
GCs (for Monte-Carlo type methods; N -body codes can
deal with less than 1/10 this number of objects). It is
hopeless therefore to see this effect as the actual result
of simulations.
We may however attempt to estimate crudely the for-
mation rate of bright NS-MS LMXBs in metal-rich clus-
ters using the tidal capture formation rates. The rate of
tidal captures, per NS, in cluster cores can be found as:
τTC = 80 Gyr
v10
n5
1
(pmax − pmin)(m+mNS)fd
, (3)
where v10 = σ/10 is the scaled cluster core velocity dis-
persion; n5 = nc/10
5 is the scaled cluster core number
density; pmax and pmin are maximum and minimum ap-
proaches that defined a successful tidal capture; m is the
donor mass and mNS is the mass of a NS; fd is the rel-
ative fraction of MS stars with masses between 0.8 and
1.25 M⊙ (we take only donors that produce persistent
sources). The primordial fraction of these stars, in the
case of Kroupa (2002) IMF, is fd ≈ 0.1. With time this
fraction is slowly decreasing as MS turn-off mass decreas-
ing, and at 10 Gyr fd ≈ 0.05. Let us limit the consider-
ation to the case of no Roche lobe overfilling at the min-
imum approach and pmax is found numerically by equat-
ing the tidally dissipated energy and the total kinetic
energy of NS and MS. The result can be written in an ap-
proximate form as (pmax−pmin)/R⊙ ≈ mMS/M⊙− 0.75.
We find that the formation rate is one event per ∼ 130
NS per 10 Gyr, and is in good accordance with that es-
timated from observations.
We conclude that the discrepancy in bright LMXB for-
mation rates is a natural consequence of the absence of
the outer convective zones in MS stars of metal-poor
GCs. Also, this effect has to be taken into account when
modeling the population of different classes of close bi-
naries with a MS companion in metal-poor clusters.
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